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 Then add those natural yet practical Crossover colors to expand your
wardrobe without breaking your budget. What’s the secret ingredient that
can instantly enhance the way you look and feel? Here Lee will expose
you to her primary, easy-to-follow "Color Clock" program-- the quick way
to find and utilize the colors that reflect your personal style and
transform how you look. She will show you how exactly to pull your
wardrobe using your personal shades - which are sexy, which are powerful
for interviews and such; It’s simple--discover your individual colors!
In line with the shades of your eyes, locks and skin as well as your
psyche--discover your personal selection of beautiful colours in
Leatrice’s "colortimes": Sunrise with the sparkling jewel tones of dawn,
Sunlight with the soft pastels and fruit tones of noon, or Sunset with
the fiery hues that mellow into dusk.What is the best thing that can be
done when you don’t have a thing to wear? America’s color guru Leatrice
Eiseman will show you how in her fun and useful new book, Even more
Alive with Color! which accessories will magnify your personal style;
and which cosmetic and hair colors will make your skin glow and flatter
your organic coloring.
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  Eiseman's method is just as limited as that of her principal target,
Carole Jackson, the author of the original, "seasonal" color program,
"Color Me Beautiful". That is, they're ... Nice tear out web pages for
each of the colour palates. Leatrice Eiseman can be amazing! FUN BOOK
This is an excellent book that will not box you, there is a variety of
colors you can wear and Leatrice teaches you how to wear whatever color
you want. Does have the right color charts, but way too much stuff to
read! Come Alive.and many thanks for your projects with Pantone, I can't
wait for a year of orange hitting everything fashionable!com) and find
they grasp the concept easier when creating their wardrobes and personal
space. The recommended color mixtures and photographs included have
become effective-what I've generally expected in a publication dealing
with such a visual topic but have rarely discovered.Many reviewers have
mentioned the gorgeous photos in this book, and they are absolutely
right; I've learned and practiced the style of colors by periods and it
often created 'gray' areas remaining to interpretation. Her model makes
such sense and will take the cue from character where all colours
originate. I take advantage of this model today with customers
(stylebymichele.. A book that's in my tote and that is shared with
clients daily. Many thanks Ms Eiseman. Too much reading material I did
not think this was as good as others posted. The photos may be outdated,
the swatches unhelpful.. Excellent to have when you really want to see
what ... This book has exact "pantone" color blocks. Great book! Five
Stars Love this book! .. Obviously we look better using colors, but when
you have a creative edge you can wear any color and still look good. I
just want to know what color clothing I should be buying by color
illustrations. I wanted fast and simple, show me photos and examples!
Very nice to possess when you truly want to see what the color is
Disappointed. The colour palettes are miniatures. Easy, Sensible and
Attractive This book is a superb read and an excellent introduction to
the idea of color palettes arranged by period. The book is easy to
understand and the layout is very pleasing and attractive. We had the
honor of conference Ms Eiseman at a stylist workshop earlier this
fall.The only real reason I rate the book a "4" rather than a "5" is
because some of the sections, the men's section for example, are too
brief and really just touch on the concept outlined.A worthwhile
investment for up-to-date information regarding color and preparing a
pleasing wardrobe. Pretty Pictures, Ugly Colors As advertised, "More
Alive With Color" makes it simple to get your, um, time of day. Needless
to say it's easy: Eiseman's simple advice is, "If you are not a Sunrise
or a Sunset, you're a Sunshine." This slap-dash, half-baked method makes
sure it is possible to categorize yourself, as long as you don't mind
wearing colours that look hideous on you.The color palettes are
miniatures.Although some of us may look gorgeous in some warm plus some
cool colors, that's not true for all those. When I wear the "fruit"
shades (with the correspondingly toned makeup) that Eiseman claims will



look so great on me, people (usually men) question me if I'm feeling
ill. Follow the suggestions in this book, and you may make some costly
fashion blunders. What an amazing women to talk about her understanding
of how color really can create an enhanced image of someone's visual
style. the publication itself is amazing. But, if you want more than
pretty photos, look elsewhere. To get the best guidance on color, I'd
recommend "Color Me Beautiful's Looking Your Best" by Mary Spillane and
Christine Sherlock.. But as long as you possess the name of your
extended season, you can do an Internet search, and discover places to
get fabric swatches from the expanded CMB system.Keep "More Alive With
Color" on the espresso table! . That's, they're so small, you are not
sure if you're considering brown, deep red, or burgundy. Great book Very
helpful. Four Stars liked it
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